Social media can be a highly effective recruitment tool for school nutrition programs.
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In School Nutrition’s May/June 2023 issue, “Fear Not the Trolls!” provided readers with a comprehensive overview on how to harness the power of social media without becoming paralyzed by concern for negativity from your audience posting in the comment section. (And if you do receive negative comments, you’ll discover great advice for handling them!) Social media has become a highly impactful communications tool for strategic marketing campaigns, recognition and appreciation of your team, highlights of new menu items and updates when supply chain issues require a last-minute change. My philosophy is that if it’s educational or entertaining, you should post it!

Now, I want to help you take a deeper dive into something that I have developed accidental expertise in: using social media to recruit for the vacancies on your nutrition team. A Spring 2022 survey of SEA Level Social clients revealed some surprising benefits of sharing their stories on social media, among them the effectiveness of staff recruitment campaigns. Indeed, Misha Lawyer, Foodservices Coordinator at Kershaw County (S.C.) School District, credited social media for starting SY2021-22 with the fewest vacancies she’s seen in her entire child nutrition career. Wow! That really illustrated the power of such campaigns, and since then, we’ve helped most of our clients develop and conduct recruitment campaigns on social media at least once a year. It’s not just our clients; if you follow other school nutrition departments on social media, you’re probably seeing an uptick in posts announcing: “We’re Hiring!” Maybe you’ve tried this yourself!

To make a social media-based recruitment campaign truly effective, you need to take a strategic approach, rather than a check-it-off-the-to-do-list, one-and-done post. Using the example of Kershaw County Nutrition Services, let’s break down the elements involved. (Visual learners, check out Kershaw’s Facebook, Instagram and/or X feeds using @KCSDNutrition.)
**All In**

Start with the “All the Details Post.” You want to grab their attention with information that will inspire action. “We’re Hiring” and a link is less likely to compel someone to actually click on that link. Instead, in this first post, we summarize the position(s) available, along with noting the hours, compensation, key benefits (like bonuses!) and where to apply. With all those details covered, you might be tempted to post that once, maybe twice, and stop—especially if it doesn’t seem to be working, with few applications coming in as a result.

**Divide and Conquer**

Lawyer provided our team with truly comprehensive information about the available positions in her department. This was wonderful! The more details you start with, the more ways you can divide them up, delivering essentially the same message in multiple ways. The “all the details” graphic was followed up with a post that featured a bare minimum of information. This approach was designed to capture the attention of someone quickly scrolling through their feed who might be interested, but will glaze over any post that has a lot of text.

A third post in the campaign highlighted the department’s hiring bonus—money is a powerful incentive for action! A fourth post was addressed to current employees who also are eligible for a bonus when they refer a friend. And because there were several open positions, one post homed in on those, promoting that full-time and substitute positions were available.

Remember that, in addition to the text used with your artwork, you can include more information in the post’s caption. We also kept to a limited color palette, so that there was consistency within the various posts of the campaign. But we also repeated some posts using the same statements while switching up the colors—again, all in an effort to attract new eyes scrolling through a feed. You can see examples from the Facebook version of this campaign on page 2 and from the SY2023-24 campaign on page 5.

Check the results graphic at left. You’ll see that each time we posted a graphic from the SY2021-22 series, we reached at least 1,500 people on Facebook. **Reach** relates to how many people saw your post in their social media news feed. The number of **Engaged** people are those who liked,
followed, clicked a link in your caption or shared the post—essentially anyone that took action on your post. Imagine if we posted the first two posts and stopped—we would have missed out on reaching thousands and engaging hundreds of people!

**Subtlety Plays, Too!**
Your overall social media presence plays an indirect role in recruitment efforts, as well. When you regularly share posts that celebrate your team members, you are sending positive messages to prospective employees, promoting the fact that your department is a great place to work! The images above represent a broad spectrum of opportunity, from “Meet Our Team” mini staff profiles to employees having fun with special cafeteria promotions to our series showcasing the valuable role school nutrition professionals play in supporting students.

You can (and should) feature these types of posts all year long. And remember that School Lunch Hero Day is right around the corner on May 3! But also consider the added boost your direct recruitment campaign will receive if you time such fun workplace images in the days or weeks before and after your recruitment appeal.

**Fair Share**
Posting on your own school nutrition department social media accounts is important, but sharing recruitment posts in different local Facebook Groups is one of the easiest and most effective ways you can organically get your posts in front of more people in your community. (Turning your posts into Facebook Ads is another option to increase potential views, but you do have to pay for those.) In fact, I would say that sharing in Facebook Groups is not just a suggestion, but a requirement that will be crucial to your success.
Hopefully, you’ve already started exploring Facebook Groups dedicated to local news and events, neighborhoods, parents and parent-teacher organizations. Be sure to add the words “job” and “hiring” to your search for appropriate Groups. In some communities, there are Facebook Groups specifically established to share employment leads. [Editors’ Note: “Fear Not the Trolls” in SN’s May/June 2023 issue includes more details about how to find, join and participate in these Groups.]

Ask your school nutrition team to share the department’s recruiting posts on their own social media accounts, as appropriate within their own comfort level. You can explain that they are helping to reach a wider audience to find qualified coworkers. And if your department offers a referral bonus, their own social media shares can help facilitate the likelihood of earning one!

**Campaign Considerations**

One or more of the posts in your recruitment campaign should show the kind of work that new hires will be doing (cooking, serving, cashiering) and who they will be working with. Action shots of staff preparing meals and team photos incorporated into graphics make an impact. I especially love showing a team photo when you are hiring for a specific position at a particular school.

A review of some of the recruitment posts shared by other school nutrition departments (see page 6) reveals a few other suggestions to keep in mind:

- Don’t forget to include your department’s branding (name, hashtag, logo).
- Consider using a QR code, especially if the link for more information or to the online application is long and unwieldy.
- Use a recruitment post as the cover image for your department’s page for a specific period of time.
- As appropriate, translate your recruitment posts into other languages that are predominant in your community.
- Emphasize the positive impact of working in school cafeterias.
- If you have an auto response that sends initial replies to direct messages from Facebook sent to your program on any topic, consider adding wording about hiring. For example: “Good Day! We will respond to your request as soon as possible. If you’re interested in joining our team, click this link.”

I’m going to close with a recruitment tip that has nothing to do with social media strategy, but is a critical step: I challenge you to personally complete the application
process to determine if it’s straightforward and easy.

I have seen district hiring websites that are quite complicated to navigate, especially if applicants must create an account simply to access details about the position or if they have to use multiple filtering options to find foodservice-specific positions in the sea of openings across the district. If you can provide a more direct link to your open position(s) or to the application process, make sure this is the one used in your marketing.

Also, if it’s possible, create a landing page that provides clear instructions on the process. Take into account that you may have applicants who are not technically savvy or who have language barriers. You want to create an easy user experience with the fewest amount of clicks required in order to increase the number of candidates. If the link is long and therefore difficult to share on an image/flyer/graphic, use a QR code (as noted previously) and/or a URL-shortening website like tinyurl.com to create an option that is simple to use.

Labor shortages continue to prove challenging across many business segments, including school foodservice operations. I hope you find some helpful takeaways in this article that you can put into action when crafting your next hiring campaign! SN+
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